1.1. Fix a surjective morphism of fine monoids π : P → Q, and let j : A Q → A P be the corresponding closed immersion, where A P := Spec(k[P ]) and A Q := Spec(k[Q]). Assume further that the associated groups P gp and Q gp are torsion free, and that Q is sharp. Let T P (resp. T Q ) denote the torus associated to the group P gp (resp. Q gp ) so that T P acts on A P and T Q acts on A Q . The map π induces an inclusion of tori π T : T Q → T P , and the closed immersion j is compatible with the action of T Q . Define a function h : Q gp → N by h(q) := 1 if q ∈ Q, 0 otherwise.
We can then consider the multigraded Hilbert functor of Haiman and Sturmfels [H-S]
H h A P ,T Q : (schemes) op → Set sending a scheme S to the set of T Q -invariant closed immersions Z → A P,S over S such that if g : Z → S is the structure morphism then for every q ∈ Q gp the q-eigenspace (g * O Z ) q of g * O Z is a finitely presented projective O S -module of rank h(q). By [H-S, 1.1] the functor H h A P ,T Q is representable by a quasi-projective scheme. To ease notation in what follows we write simply H for H h A P ,T Q (since the above data will be fixed throughout the paper).
A (scheme-valued) point u ∈ T P (S) defines a map u * : H (S) → H (S) by sending i : Z → A P,S to the composite
Note that since Z is T Q -invariant this map u * depends only on the image of u in T P /T Q = T K , where K := Ker(P gp → Q gp ). We therefore obtain an action of T K on H . Problem 1.2. Define a reasonable (i.e. not the functor of points) functor which is represented by S P →Q .
1.3. The scheme S P →Q with its action of T K is a normal toric variety and therefore has a natural fs log structure M S P →Q such that (S P →Q , M S P →Q ) is log smooth over k. We will show that the fs log scheme (S P →Q , M S P →Q ) represents a logarithmic version of the multigraded Hilbert scheme.
1.4. Let M A P (resp. M A Q ) denote the fine log structure on A P (resp. A Q ) induced by the natural map P → k[P ] (resp. Q → k[Q]) so that the inclusion A Q → A P extends to a closed immersion of fine log schemes
Note that the action of T Q (resp. T P ) extends naturally to an action on (A Q , M A Q ) (resp. (A P , M A P )) and the closed immersion 1.4.1 is T Q -equivariant.
Define a functor (the logarithmic toric Hilbert functor )
H log : (fs log schemes/k) op → Set by associating to any fs-log scheme (S, M S ) over k the set of commutative diagrams
such that the following hold:
(i) i is a T Q -invariant closed immersion of fine log schemes; (ii) g is log smooth and integral (this implies in particular that the underlying morphism Z → S is flat); (iii) For every q ∈ Q gp the q-eigenspace (g * O Z ) q is a finitely presented projective O Smodule of rank h(q). Remark 1.6. In the case when the log structure on S is trivial, condition (iii) enables one to recover the log structure M Z on Z from the underlying scheme. Indeed the monoid Q is obtained from the condition that q ∈ Q gp is in Q if and only if the eigenspace (g * O Z ) q is nonzero. Since each module (g * O Z ) q is locally free of rank 1, there is a T Q -invariant open subscheme Z * ⊂ Z obtained by inverting local generators of the modules (g * O Z ) q for q = 0. Condition (ii) implies that for every geometric points → S the fiber Z * s ⊂ Zs is dense, and in fact equal to the maximal open T Q -invariant subset in the toric variety Zs. From this it also follows that if h : Z * → S is the projection, then (h * O Z * ) q is a projective module of rank 1 for all q ∈ Q gp . Let q ∈ Q be an element and let p 1 , p 2 ∈ P be two liftings of q to P . Let β 1 , β 2 ∈ O Z be the images of p 1 and p 2 . Then β 1 and β 2 map to units in h * O Z * and
2 is T Q -invariant. Since the map g * O Z → h * O Z * is injective, it follows that there exists a unique unit u ∈ O * S such that β 1 = uβ 2 . As above let K denote the kernel of P gp → Q gp .
The preceding discussion implies that the map P → O Z induces a map P K → O Z from the localization P K of P , and the associated log structure is equal to M Z .
It follows from this that the composite functor
− −−−−− → (fs log schemes)
A basic idea in the above definition of H log is that by allowing nontrivial log structures M S on the base S, we also include specializations (i.e. degenerations) of points in z(T K ), but the log deformation theory only allows deformations in the main component.
The main result of this paper, whose proof occupies the subsequent sections, is the following (see 2.9 for the morphism of functors relating H log and (S P →Q , M S P →Q )):
Note that the definition of H log in 1.5 makes sense not just over a field k but over Z. In fact the only time in the above discussion where the base field is relevant is in the definition of the main component (since scheme-theoretic closure does not commute with base change), and the fact that the normalization of the main component is a toric variety. Write : (fs log schemes) → Set for this functor, so that for the field k above the functor H log is obtained by restricting H log Z to the category of fs log schemes over k. In the last section we explain how to generalize 1.7 to show that H log Z is representable by an integral version of (S P →Q , M S P →Q ).
Remark 1.8. As pointed out to us by Sturmfels, one of the very appealing aspects of the multigraded Hilbert scheme is that tangent spaces of points can be computed by a simple formula. We discuss this and the relationship with the logarithmic tangent space of the toric variety S P →Q in 4.5.
(Notation).
For a group G, we write D(G) for the diagonalizable group scheme associated to G.
For a fine monoid P and ring R, we denote by R[P ] the monoid algebra on P , and for p ∈ P we write e p ∈ R[P ] for the image of p under the canonical map P → R[P ].
2.2.
To construct the log structure on Z, consider first the case when k is algebraically closed. In this case the toric variety S P →Q is given by a fan in K R (recall that K is the kernel of P gp → Q gp ). Let us describe this fan in more detail (this description is derived from [C] ). Let L ⊂ K be a submonoid such that Spec(k [L] ) is an open subset of S P →Q . The restriction of Z to Spec(k[L]) can then be described as follows.
Let E ⊂ Q ⊕ P gp be the submonoid of elements (q, p) such that π(p) = q.
Lemma 2.3. The restriction of Z → A P ×S P →Q to Spec(k [K] ) ⊂ S P →Q is equal to the closed immersion
Proof. Let R be a ring and let ρ 0 : K → R * be the constant morphism sending all elements to 1. Then the point p 0 ∈ H (Spec(R)) is given by the surjection
Now let ρ : K → R * be another homomorphism. We show that the R-valued point
defined by the base change of Z along ρ :
To verify this we may replace R by a finite flat extension, and hence we may assume there exists an extensionρ : P → R * of ρ. This extension also induces a morphism ρ E : E → R * by taking the composite
The lemma then follows by noting that there is a commutative diagram 
where the map h is induced by the map of monoids γ. It follows that if 
, and therefore L lies in a cone of the fan defining S P →Q .
Corollary 2.5. The fan Σ(P → Q) defining S P →Q is characterized by the condition that a submonoid
2.6. Note that this characterization makes no reference to the ground field k. Furthermore, if k is not algebraically closed and S P →Q temporarily denotes the toric variety over k associated to Σ(P → Q), then the families 2.4.1 define maps to S P →Q over the torus invariant open subsets of S P →Q . These maps are compatible by construction so we get a morphism S P →Q → S P →Q . This map of toric varieties becomes an isomorphism after base change tok, and therefore is already an isomorphism over k. Thus even when k is not algebraically closed the toric variety S P →Q is defined by the fan Σ(P → Q).
2.7.
This description also enables us to define a log structure M Z on the universal family
. Define M Z to be the log structure associated to the map
gp is injective with cokernel equal to Q gp (which is torsion free by assumption). The following lemma implies that this construction is compatible with inclusions L → L of submonoids of K. It therefore globalizes and we get a log structure M Z on Z.
Proof. Let N denote the pushout L ⊕ L E L so we have a map N → E L which we want to show is an isomorphism. The surjectivity is clear by the definition of E L . For the injectivity, note that the functor of taking the group associated to a monoid commutes with pushouts, and therefore
L is injective (since both are subgroups of Q gp ⊕ P gp ), and therefore N → E L is also injective.
2.9.
Let H S : (fs log schemes) op → Set denote the functor of points of the log scheme (S P →Q , M S P →Q ). The diagram
defines a (S P →Q , M S P →Q )-valued point of H log and therefore a morphism of functors (2.9.1)
We show in the following sections that this morphism of functors is an isomorphism.
Calculation of the log differentials
Let k be a field, L a fine sharp monoid, and let M k denote the log structure on Spec(k) defined by the map L → k sending all nonzero elements to 0 (so
Recall that a log scheme (T, M T ) is called hollow if for any local section m ∈ M T the image of m in O T is either a unit or zero. This implies that the sheaf M T is a constant sheaf on each connected component of T (and the converse holds if T is reduced).
Proposition 3.1. Let (T, M T ) be a hollow log scheme. Then any log smooth morphism
In particular the underlying morphism of schemes
The assertion that f is strict isétale local on T . Furthermore, it suffices to verify the proposition after making a field extension of k, so we may assume that k is algebraically closed. By [Og1, 3.3.1] there existsétale locally on T an injective map of monoids γ : L → N such that the order of the torsion part of N gp /L gp is invertible in k and a chart β :
commutes, and such that the induced morphism
isétale. Let t ∈ T (k) be a closed point (note that T /k is locally of finite type since f is log smooth). The chart β defines a map β t : N → k. Let F denote the face β
Replacing N by N F and shrinking correspondingly around t on T , we may assume that F ⊂ N is in fact equal to N * .
along the maximal ideal m generated by the elements β(n) − e n (n ∈ N * ) and e n (n ∈ N − N * ).
) iś etale and T is hollow, we must have that the image of any
by the ideal p generated by m 2 and the elements β(n) − e n for n ∈ N * . As a k-vector space the quotient k
/p has basis given by e 0 and e n for a set of liftings n ∈ N of the irreducible elements in N/N * which are not in the image of L. Since the image of N in this ring is also zero we must have that the map L → N/N * is an isomorphism, and so N = L ⊕ N * and f is strict.
Proposition 3.2. Let (Spec(k), M k ) be as above, and let
be an object.
(i) Z is geometrically connected.
(ii) The rank of the locally free sheaf
is equal to the rank of the group Q gp .
Proof. We may without loss of generality assume that k is algebraically closed.
Let R = ⊕ q∈Q R q denote the coordinate ring of Z, where R q is the 1-dimensional vector space on which T Q acts through the character q. Statement (i) follows from the fact that R 0 is 1-dimensional.
Let Z i ⊂ Z be an irreducible component, which we view as a subscheme with the reduced structure, and let R (i) denote the coordinate ring of Z i so we have a surjection
Since T Q is connected, the action of T Q on Z preserves Z i , and the map π i is compatible with the T Q -actions. Let Q (i) ⊂ Q denote the subset of characters q ∈ Q for which the q-eigenspace in R (i) is nonzero. Then Q (i) ⊂ Q is a submonoid, and Z i is a toric variety with action of the torus
Then the image of any element of P under the composite
is either a unit or zero, since the image of any p ∈ P in k[Q (i),gp ] is contained in an eigenspace for the action of T Q . Therefore the restriction of M Z to T Q (i) ⊂ Z i is hollow. By 3.1 it follows that the rank of Ω 1 (Z,M Z )/(k,M k ) is equal to the rank of the group Q (i),gp . It therefore suffices to show that for some i the rank of Q (i),gp is equal to the rank of Q gp .
Let J ⊂ R be the nil-radical. The nonzero eigenspaces for the T Q -action on R/J are given by the union
is finitely generated, so there exists elements q 1 , . . . , q r ∈ Q such that every nonzero eigenspace occurring in gr J (R) + is of the form q (i) + q j for some q (i) ∈ Q (i) and some q j . Since for every q ∈ Q the eigenspace R q is nonzero, it follows that the union of the Q (i) and the finitely many translates Q (i) + q j is equal to all of Q. Therefore some Q (i),gp must have rank equal to the rank of Q gp .
Example 3.3. Let P = N 2 with generators e 1 and e 2 , Q = N, and let π : P → Q be the map sending e 1 to 2 and e 2 to 1. The map on tori T Q → T P is then the map G m → G 2 m sending u to (u 2 , u). The kernel K of P gp → Q gp is generated by the element (−1, 2). Let L ⊂ K be the submonoid generated by (−1, 2), and let
is the submonoid generated by the elements (2, 1, 0), (1, 0, 1), and (0, −1, 2). From this it
Note that the fiber over t = 0 with the reduced structure is isomorphic to k[x], and the corresponding submonoid of Q = N is the submonoid generated by 2. Thus in general the Q (i),gp ⊂ Q gp occurring in the proof of 3.2 may be strictly smaller than Q gp though they have the same rank.
Corollary 3.4. For any fs log scheme (S, M S ) and object 1.5.1 of H log (S, M S ), the rank of the locally free sheaf
Proof. The rank of Ω 1 (Z,M Z )/(S,M S ) can be calculated fiber-by-fiber so it suffices to consider the case when S is the spectrum of a field.
3.5.
For an fs-log scheme and object 1.5.1 of H log (S, M S ), let L i denote the logarithmic cotangent complex (in the sense of [Ol1] ) of the morphism i. The distinguished triangle
Proposition 3.6. For any fs log scheme (S, M S ) and object 1.5.1 of H log (S, M S ), the map
induces an isomorphism
Proof. We may assume that S is affine. To prove the proposition, it suffices to show that the (surjective) map on duals
is a surjective morphism of projective O Z -modules of the same rank whence an isomorphism.
To verify that 3.6.2 factors through Hom(K, O Z ), it suffices to show that the composite (3.6.3)
For a log scheme (T,
denote the log scheme whose underlying scheme T [ ] is the scheme of dual numbers of T obtained as the spectrum over T of the ring
2 ). The log structure M T [ ] is induced by the composite map
There is a commutative triangle
where j is the exact closed immersion defined by setting equal to 0.
This construction defines a lifting 
On the other hand, we can also view
as the S-valued points of the Lie algebra Lie(T P ) of T P . Unwinding the definitions, one finds that with these identifications the map 3.6.3 sends an element u ∈ Lie(T P )(S) to the element of D
obtained from 3.6.4 by composing the inclusion i with the infinitesimal automorphism u of
follows that 3.6.3 sends Hom(Q gp , O S ) = Lie(T Q )(S) to zero and therefore factors through Hom(K, O S ).
Deformation theory
4.1. Let B be a ring, I ⊂ B a square zero ideal, and set B 0 := B/I. Let M B be a fs log structure on Spec(B), and let M B 0 be the pullback to Spec(B 0 ), so we have an exact closed immersion (Spec(B 0 ),
Proposition 4.2. There exists a lifting of 4.1.1 to an element of H log ( (Spec(B), M B ) ).
Proof. By [Ol1, 5.6], the obstruction to finding a commutative diagram of fine log schemes (not necessarily T Q -invariant)
Note that [Ol1, 5.6] is not stated in sufficient generality, but the proof gives also this result. Therefore we can find a diagram 4.2.1. Let D denote the set of diagrams 4.2.1. By [Ol1, 5.6] the set D admits a natural torsorial action of
There is an action
where u 0 denotes the image of u in T Q (B 0 ).
We then obtain a map
This map in fact extends to a morphism of sheaves (4.2.3)
on the bigétale site of Spec(B). Indeed to define such a map of sheaves it suffices to specific a distinguished element of (H −1 (L i 0 ) ⊗ I)(T Q ). This we obtain by making the base change T Q ×Spec(B) → Spec(B) and noting that the construction of the map 4.2.2 is compatible with smooth base change on Spec(B). We then obtain the distinguished element of (H −1 (L i 0 ) ⊗ I)(T Q ) by taking the image of the identity map in T Q (T Q × Spec(B)) under the map
obtained from 4.2.2 by taking Spec(B) equal to T Q × Spec(B) in the above discussion.
It follows from the construction that the map 4.2.3 is compatible with the action of T Q on H −1 (L i 0 ) * ⊗ I induced by the action on L i 0 coming from functoriality of the log cotangent complex in the sense that for any local section u, v ∈ T Q we have
By [SGA3, I.5.2.1] this map defines an element in Proof. The proof of 4.2 also shows that the set of liftings of 4.1.1 is a torsor under
Corollary 4.4. The diagram
is cartesian.
Remark 4.5. Consider an object 1.5.1 with S = Spec(k) for some field k. Let J ⊂ k[P ] be the ideal defining the closed immersion Z → A P,k . By [H-S, 1.6], the tangent space of the multigraded Hilbert scheme H at the k-valued point [Z] ∈ H (k) defined by Z is canonically isomorphic to
On the other hand, the differential d :
mapd : J/J 2 → P gp ⊗ O Z whose composite with the projection
is zero. The mapd therefore factors through a map J/J 2 → K ⊗ O Z , which we again denote byd. Dualizing we obtain a map
Unwinding the definitions and granting for the moment 1.7, one finds that this map is identified with the map on tangent spaces induced by the map S P →Q → H .
Injectivity of H S → H log
Proposition 5.1. Let (T, M T ) be an fs log scheme. Then the map
Proof. Let f 1 , f 2 : (T, M T ) → (S, M S ) be two morphisms defining the same element of H log (T, M T ). To prove that f 1 = f 2 , we may by a standard limit argument assume that T is of finite type over k. In this case it further suffices to verify that f 1 = f 2 at the completion of T at a point, and for this in turn it suffices to verify that f 1 = f 2 modulo each power of the maximal ideal. We may therefore assume that T is the spectrum of an artinian local ring. By 4.4 it then suffices to consider the case when T is the spectrum of a field k and there exists an fs monoid L and a morphism L → M T inducing an isomorphism L M T .
Let R denote the completion of k [L] at the maximal ideal obtained by setting the nonzero elements of L to 0, let M R denote the log structure induced by L → R, and let m ⊂ R be the maximal ideal. Since (S, M S ) is log smooth there exists a morphism
lifting f 1 . Then by 4.4 there exists a unique morphism
such that for each integer n ≥ 0 the elements of H log (R n , M Rn ) defined byf 1 andf 2 are equal, where R n denotes the quotient of R by m n+1 . Since M R is a subsheaf of O Spec(R) , to verify thatf 1 =f 2 it suffices to show that the underlying morphisms of schemes Spec(R) → S are equal. For this in turn it suffices to show that the composites to the multigraded Hilbert scheme 6. The functor H log is limit preserving
be a filtering projective system of noetherian affine fs log schemes with strict transition maps, and set
is a bijection.
Proof. The injectivity of 6.1.1 follows from the fact that the classifying stacks of log structures defined in [Ol2] are locally of finite type over Z. Moreover, given an object (Z,
over some R i inducing (Z, M Z ), such that such that the underlying closed immersion
The only issue then is to show that after possibly replacing i by some bigger index, the map (
is log smooth. This follows from the following lemma applied to the closed subset
, M R i ) fails to be log smooth.
Lemma 6.2. Let S be a scheme, and Z → A P,S an S-valued point of H . Then for any
Proof. View W as a scheme with the reduced structure. Let π : Z → S be the affine projection. The ideal sheaf J ⊂ O Z defining W corresponds to a T Q -invariant sheaf of ideals π * J ⊂ π * O Z and is therefore given by
The image of W in S is then equal to the closed subscheme defined by the ideal (π * J) 0 ⊂ O S .
Surjectivity of H S → H log
The following result completes the proof of 1.7.
Proposition 7.1. Let (T, M T ) be an fs log scheme. Then the map
is surjective.
Proof. Consider first the case when T = Spec(k) and M T is given by an fs monoid L and a map L → k sending all nonzero elements to zero.
Proof. Note first of all that g −1 M gp k is the constant sheaf defined by L gp , and since Z is connected we therefore have
and T Q acts trivially on the image of
, so that Σ ⊂ K is a submonoid. We then get a map (7.2.1)
. Let E Σ ⊂ Q ⊕ P gp denote the image of P ⊕ Σ as in 2.4. Since the composite
is by construction zero, where the first arrow is k → (k, −k), the map 7.2.1 descends to E Σ and we obtain a commutative diagram
The diagram 7.2.2 then induces a morphism of log schemes compatible with the T Q -actions
which is a closed immersion since both are closed in (A P , M A P ) × (Spec(k), M k ). We claim that r is an isomorphism.
Lemma 7.3. The morphism r is logétale.
Proof. Both (Z, M Z ) and (V Σ , M V Σ ) are log smooth over (Spec(k), M k ). It therefore suffices to show that the pullback map
is an isomorphism. This is clear because this map is canonically identified with the identity map
is a strict closed and open immersion.
Proof. Letx → X be a geometric point, and choose a a finitely generated group G and a map
is also surjective. Define
so we have an inclusion i : P Y ⊂ P X . As in [Og1, 2.2.11], after replacing Y by anétale neighborhood ofx, the maps P Y → M Y,x and P X → M X,x extend to charts so we have a commutative diagram
where the maps β X and β Y are strict. Now observe that since M gp Y,x → M gp X,x is surjective with kernel a finite group (since f is logétale), the map P Y → P X induces an isomorphism on saturations. Since
sat is a strict closed immersion.
On the other hand, from the commutative diagram
where a, b, and f are logétale, we deduce that f sat is also logétale, and hence since f sat is strict the map X sat → Y sat isétale in the usual sense. It follows that f sat is also an open immersion.
Lemma 7.5. Let (Spec(k), M k ) be as in the beginning of the proof of 7.1 (so we have a chart L → M k ), and let L → N be a morphism of fine monoids with N gp torsion free. Set
is an open and closed immersion.
. Let z ∈ Z be a k-valued closed point and let O W,z denote the completion of the local ring of W at z. We have ( Applying 7.5 to 7.2.3, we conclude that our morphism r is an isomorphism (since V Σ is connected). By A.1 this also implies that the map Σ → E Σ is integral.
This completes the proof of 7.1 in the case when T is the spectrum of a field. From 4.4 we then deduce that 7.1 also holds when T is the spectrum of an artinian local ring.
Next we consider the case when T = Spec(R) is the spectrum of a complete noetherian local ring R. Let m ⊂ R be the maximal ideal, and for any n ≥ 0 let R n denote the
. For every n ≥ 0, the reduction of this object modulo m n+1 defines a unique morphism of fine log schemes f n : (Spec(R n ), M Rn ) → (S P →Q , M S P →Q ), by the case of an artinian local ring already considered. It follows that we obtain a morphism f : (Spec(R), M R ) → (S P →Q , M S P →Q ) inducing the reduction of (Z, M Z ) modulo each power of the maximal ideal. In particular, the pullback of the scheme Z → S P →Q along f is equal to Z. On Z we therefore obtain a second quotient i * M A P ×T → M Z such that modulo each power of the maximal ideal this quotient is equal to M Z . We wish to show that M Z is equal to M Z . For a geometric point z → Z with image in the closed fiber, this follows from looking first at the completion of Z at z and then at the reductions modulo the maximal ideal. By specialization it follows that the two quotients are equal at any point of z whose closure meets the closed fiber of Z. Finally note that both quotients are T Q -equivariant so to verify that the two quotients agree at a point z ∈ Z it suffices to verify that they agree at some other point in the T Q -orbit of z. By 6.2 any point z ∈ Z contains a point z ∈ Z in its orbit such that the closure of z meets the closed fiber of Z. This therefore completes the proof of 7.1 in the case of a complete noetherian local ring.
We now finish the proof of 7.1 by applying the Artin approximation theorem. So let (T, M T ) be any fs log scheme and (Z,
. By the injectivity of H S → H log , to prove that this element of H log (T, M T ) is in the image of H S (T, M T ) we may workétale locally on T . We may therefore assume that T is an affine scheme, and by 6.1 of finite type over k. Define
F : (T -schemes)
op → Set to be the functor which to any v : T → T associates the set of morphisms f : (T , v * M T ) → (S P →Q , M S P →Q ) such that the image of f under the map
is equal to the restriction to (T , v * M T ) of our given object (Z, M Z ) → (A P , M A P ) × (T, M T ). Using 6.1 one sees that F is a limit preserving functor. By the case of a complete noetherian local ring and the Artin approximation theorem [A, 1.12], we conclude that there exists ań etale covering T → T such that F (T ) is nonempty. This gives the desired morphism to (S P →Q , M S P →Q ) and therefore completes the proof of 7.1.
Representability of H
log Z 8.1. Let (S P →Q,Z , M S P →Q,Z ) denote the fs log scheme over Spec(Z) defined by the fan in 2.5. The constructions in 2.2 and 2.7 define an object of H log Z ((S P →Q,Z , M S P →Q,Z )), and hence a morphism of functors
where H S,Z denotes the functor on the category of fs log schemes represented by (S P →Q,Z , M S P →Q,Z ).
Proposition 8.2. The map S P →Q,Z → H from S P →Q,Z to the multigraded Hilbert scheme (over Z) defined by the family over S P →Q,Z is proper.
Proof. We verify the valuative criterion for properness. Let V be a complete discrete valuation ring with algebraically closed residue field k and fraction field F . Suppose given a commutative diagram of solid arrows
We need to show that there exists a dotted arrow g V filling in the diagram. Moreover, it suffices to consider the case when g F factors through the dense open subset
Let ρ : K → F * be the map defining g F , and let V [P ] / / / / R be the T Q -equivariant surjection defining s. We then have a commutative diagram
where E ⊂ Q ⊕ P gp is defined as in 2.2. Let L ⊂ K be the submonoid of elements n ∈ K with ρ(n) ∈ V , and let ρ V : L → V be the map induced by ρ. Then the map P ⊕ L → R induced by the surjection
this it suffices to show that the composite
factors through E which is clear. We therefore get a commutative diagram
Proof. The cokernel of the map L → E L is equal to Q. Let π : E L → Q be the projection. It suffices to show that for any q ∈ Q there exists a liftingq 0 ∈ π −1 (q) such that for any element q ∈ π −1 (q) there exists an element l ∈ L such thatq =q 0 + l.
For this let R q ⊂ R be the q-eigenspace of R with respect to the T Q -action. By assumption, R q is a free V -module of rank 1. Since the map
exists an elementq 0 ∈ π −1 (q) such thatq 0 maps to a basis for R q . Ifq ∈ π −1 (q) is any other element, thenq −q 0 is an element of K and ρ(q −q 0 ) is in V sinceq maps to a multiple of the image ofq 0 in R q . It follows thatq −q 0 ∈ L.
It follows that
is flat, and therefore the map γ is an isomorphism, since for every q the map on eigenspaces
is a surjective map of rank 1 free V -modules, and therefore an isomorphism. From this we see that s is obtained by pullback along the map ρ V :
Corollary 8.4. The morphism S P →Q,Z → H identifies S P →Q,Z with the normalization of the closure of the image of the map
where p 0 ∈ H (Z) is the point defined by j :
Proof. The projection S P →Q,Z → H is quasi-finite, as this can be verified after base change to a field valued point of Spec(Z), where we already saw the result. Since the morphism is also proper, it is finite. Since S P →Q,Z is normal, it follows that S P →Q,Z is equal to the normalization of the closure in H of the image of the map S P →Q,Z × Spec(Q) → H × Spec(Q), where we again know the result by the case of a field.
Theorem 8.5. The map 8.1.1 is an isomorphism.
Proof. Note first of all that the results of sections 3, 4, and 6 hold also over an arbitrary base scheme by exactly the same arguments.
To see that for any fs log scheme (T, M T ) the map
is injective, note that by the same argument used at the beginning of the proof of 5.1 it suffices to consider the case when T is the spectrum of a field, and in this case we have already shown the result.
The surjectivity of H S,Z → H log Z is also reduced to the case of a field by the same argument used in the proof of 7.1.
Appendix A. A criterion for integrality
Proposition A.1. Let L be a fine monoid and assume that (L/L * ) gp and L gp are torsion free. Let L → P an injective morphism of fine monoids. Let k be a field and assume that the cokernel of the map L gp → P gp has order invertible in k. Let β : L → k be a morphism of monoids such that β −1 (k * ) = L * . Then L → P is integral if and only if the morphism of log schemes
Let β 0 : L → k be the map obtained by composing the projection L → L/L * with the map L/L * → k sending all nonzero elements to 0. Let γ : L * → k * be the map induced by β. Since (L/L * ) gp is torsion free, there exists a mapγ : L gp → k * extending γ. This mapγ defines an isomorphism of log schemes
which is the identity on Spec(k) and for which the map on log structures is induced by the map L → k * ⊕ L, → (γ( ) −1 , ).
Since k is algebraically closed and L gp → P gp is injective, we can also choose a map : P gp → k * extendingγ. We then obtain a commutative diagram
where the top horizontal arrow is the isomorphism induced by the map P → k * ⊕ P, p → ( −1 (p), p).
It follows that it suffices to consider the case when β = β 0 , which we assume for the rest of the proof.
Let z 0 ∈ Spec(k[L]) denote the point defined by β.
The "only if" direction of the proposition is immediate. Proof. Let z ∈ Z(k) be a closed point defined by a morphism γ : L → k. Since L/L * is sharp and (L/L * ) gp is torsion free, there exists a morphism of monoids h : L/L * → N such that h −1 (0) = 0. Consider the morphism
defined by the map L → k[t, L gp ] sending l to γ(l)t h(l) e l . Then ρ(1, 1) = z and ifγ ∈ D(L gp ) is an element extending γ| L * , then ρ(0,γ −1 ) = z 0 . Since the restriction of ρ to G m × D(L gp ) is equal to the composite
and Z is closed, it follows that the image of ρ is contained in Z.
It follows that to prove the integrality of the map L → P , it suffices to show that the stalks of the M g at the point z 0 ∈ Spec(k[L]) are flat, and for this in turn it suffices to prove that the reductions modulo each power of the maximal ideal m z 0 of k[L] are flat. By assumption the morphism A.1.1 is integral. It follows that for each n ≥ 0 the morphism of log schemes
is log smooth and integral. Since a log smooth and integral morphism is flat, this concludes the proof that L → P is integral.
